The Future of
MIM 2016
Answering your questions about Microsoft Identity Manager

Getting to Know MIM
What is it, and what does it do?

Microsoft Identity Manager 2016 – or ‘MIM’, as it’s more commonly
referred to – is the jewel in Microsoft’s identity and access management
crown.
Building on the capabilities of
Forefront Identity Manager (FIM), MIM
enables organisations to manage their
users, credentials, policies, and access.
Going one step further than its
predecessor, MIM also features a
hybrid experience, privileged access
management (PAM), and support for
new platforms.
In short, it’s extremely capable of
supporting and simplifying identity
efforts, and keeping organisations on
track.

Don’t Be Fooled by the Date
Although there’s a ‘2016’ in the name, MIM is regularly updated and supported – the
current release under mainstream support is MIM 2016 Service Pack 1 (SP1),
released in August 2017.
In addition, new connectors and BHOLD module releases have been offered up in
2018 and 2017, respectively. Basically, it’s still a modern solution!

Where is MIM Headed?
Getting your bearings on MIM’s future

For Microsoft, the cloud is a clear and present innovation that will pave
the way to a bright future. In particular, Azure Active Directory (Azure
AD) is slated to play a huge role in moving towards that future.
With Azure AD featuring many identity features of its own, and
Microsoft’s focus pointing towards the cloud, some users have expressed
concerns around where MIM fits in with these changes.
This eGuide will address those concerns, offering insights into
Microsoft’s upcoming plans for MIM – and hopefully answering any
burning questions you might have.
If, after reading this, you still have something on your mind around
MIM, don’t hesitate to ask! Our team are always happy to talk –
simply click here to get in touch.

More on the Horizon
Regular updates and hotfixes will continue for MIM well into the future – likely
including greater accessibility, updated customer guidance, and continued
enablement of customer transitions to identity management on the cloud.
Keep your eyes peeled for an announcement!

Frequently Asked Questions
Here’s what you need to know

Does MIM Have a Place in a Cloud-Based Future?
Absolutely! Microsoft have stated categorically that MIM “is still critically needed
today and in the foreseeable future”. There’s still a huge use for MIM for scenarios of
provisioning to and from on-premises databases, providing workflows, end user selfservice, and much more.
Will Support Continue for MIM?
Yes – mainstream support will run until January 2021, and extended support will run
until January 2026. Microsoft are currently looking into ways for support to be
provided to customers beyond 2021. If you’re a FIM user, you’ll need to upgrade by
2022 to stay supported.
Will MIM Get a Name Change?
No, Microsoft is keeping the MIM name as is, and rolling out further updates and
hotfixes under this name.
What Do I Need to Do to Prepare for the Future?
As Azure AD’s identity capabilities evolve, and as we approach the support cut-off
date in 2026, Microsoft will be empowering customers to transition safely, securely,
and simply to Azure AD. Ensure your MIM is running on the current Service Pack
(and then SP2 upon its release), and implement any hotfixes/updates.

Frequently Asked Questions
Here’s what you need to know

When Will We Know More?
Microsoft’s upcoming Ignite 2019 event will surely provide us with further updates,
but also be sure to keep an eye out from the Identity Experts team in the meantime.
What Can Identity Experts Do to Help Prepare Your Organisation?
Get in touch with our team – or if you’re an existing customer, your account
manager – to discuss the steps you need to take to prepare for the future. With our
combined expertise and insight into the subject, we’re well-equipped to position
your organisation at the forefront of this changing landscape.
Are There Plans to Extend Access Reviews and Entitlement Management to
On-Premises Applications and Groups?
Over time, Microsoft will be working towards including on-premises apps and onpremises groups support. Plans are also afoot to support third party applications
through APIs and standards – in particular, through SCIM.

Making the Move

Azure AD recommendations for your organisation

In order to provide a quicker time-to-value on some scenarios, Microsoft have
released the following recommendations to customers. Following said
recommendations will ensure that your organisation doesn’t have to wait for a full
Azure AD transition to make the most of the cloud technology.
•

User Provisioning to Cloud/SaaS Apps: Azure AD allows users to make the
most of pre-built user-provisioning connectors to popular SaaS applications
such as Salesforce. What’s more, it also includes SDKs for Graph API, as well as
SCIM to allow for integration between Azure AD and other third party and inhouse cloud applications.

•

SSPR UI: IT teams no longer have to deal with individual password resets, as
Azure AD provides an end user self-service password reset experience, which
includes writeback to on-premises AD.

•

AD Connect: Users can leverage Azure AD Connect for identity synchronisation
between on-premises AD and Azure AD, making the most of new features.

•

Self-Service Group Management with Office 365 Groups

•

Management of Credentials on Registered Devices

•

Identity Governance, including Access Reviews

There’s More to Come…
With Microsoft Ignite just around the corner, we’re sure to see more announcements
around MIM, FIM, and the transition to Azure AD. Stay tuned for updates as they
happen by following us on Twitter.

Work with the Experts
We’ve got you covered

Looking for some guidance on where to go next with
MIM? Interested in offering your team training to make
the most of the solution? We’ve got you covered.

About Us

Our team of highly-skilled experts are ready to share
their knowledge, experience, and expertise. Whether
it’s upskilling your team, or preparing for the cloud,
we’re here to be the experts by your side.

Identity Experts is a
distinguished, UK-based
Microsoft Gold Partner,
focused on identity
access management
(IAM) and security.

Let’s Talk
Want to discuss identity maturity, IAM,
and how identity can help to transform
your business?
Get in touch with our team of experts –
they’re always happy to help.
Tel: 03333 444950
Email: info@identityexperts.co.uk

Since 2014, our
passionate team of
experts has worked
alongside organisations
to provide a holistic
approach to their
technological needs,
backed by experience
and ever-expanding
knowledge, and our
partner relationships.
Together, we help to
ensure our customers’
security, create savings
on resources such as
time and cost, and
underpin further
organisational
transformation.
@IdentityExperts
www.identityexperts.co.uk

